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Pilot survey on authorship ethics at Charlotte

“The few times I have brought up these issues with 
new faculty, I was told to mind my own business and 
that I didn’t ‘understand how the system works’.”

- student quote

47% of trainees (41% of faculty) reported problems with authorship order

27% of trainees (32% of faculty) reported problems with wrongful author inclusion

26% of trainees (28% of faculty) reported problems with wrongful author exclusion



Products of The 
Authorship Project:

o Charlotte Authorship Policy 
and Dispute Resolution 
Procedures

o Authorship Agreement 
o Canvas course for students
o Short Canvas course for 

faculty coming soon





● Aims to foster good practices 

● Provides for a dispute resolution process

● Acknowledges appropriate disciplinary 
variation

● Rehearses common requirements for 
authorship (e.g., “significant 
contribution”)

Policy Features

● Rehearses common prohibitions 
(e.g., guest/ghost authorship)

● Recommends positive practices 
(e.g., authorship agreements, 
frequent and open 
conversations)

● Provides for non-binding 
dispute resolution



UNC CHARLOTTE
AUTHORSHIP AGREEMENT

https://tinyurl.com/3uud5rmz

FEATURES:
• Living document – not a contract
• Structured as prompts for discussion
• Emphasizes the need to discuss early in and 

throughout a collaboration
• Asks collaborators to articulate:

- Dissemination goals and timing
- Chosen authorship standards
- Tentative author list and tasks



Handling authorship 
challenges. Complexities in 
authorship decisions, how 
to justify decisions, 
identification of unethical 
practices. Interactive 
simulation allows for 
student practice.

 AUTHORSHIP COURSE:
CANVAS-BASED EDUCATIONAL MODULES

Common terms, common 
authorship criteria, 

differences in conventions 
by disciplines.

Ethical authorship. Ethical 
concerns presented via 

podcast-style 
media—employs real 
stories captured in our 
survey; case studies.

Resources. UNC Charlotte 
Authorship policy, Authorship 

Agreement form



Our Requests:
❖ Recommend that Chairs and/or GPDs invite us to 

their units for a quick chat about authorship 
❖ Consider how the authorship agreement might fit 

in Graduate School requirements. 
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